


How to bounce back from your 
worst customer reviews
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The importance of reviews

depend on online 
reviews for purchases97%

say that a business’s response 
to a review is important87%

use Google for 
online reviews81%

are more likely to feel positive about your 
business if you respond to reviews55%

are more likely to feel positive about 
your business if you respond with your 
name instead of anonymously

48%

expect to see responses to their 
reviews within 1 to 3 days48%

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/%23
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Content
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Accepting negative reviews1

Why negative reviews shouldn’t be ignored

The top 5 review sites consumers use*

WonderWave set me up 

with the best vacation 

ever. Every hotel was 

memorable.

The initial itinerary 

WonderWave provided 

didn’t take our family’s 

needs into mind.

Don’t try contacting 

WonderWave’s support. 

Multiple emails and still 

waiting on a response.
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Analysing negative feedback2
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7 steps to turn negative reviews into positive ones

Collect all your negative reviews from all platforms


Identify common themes and underlying issues


Leave unjustified complaints or one-of-a-kind reviews out


Go through your customer journey and underline the obstacles


Define the next steps you are willing to take to improve the customer experience


Make multidisciplinary teams to improve each step


Use tools like  to speed up the process and minimise repetitive tasksTrengo 

https://trengo.com/en
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Training your team3

Turning negative reviews around (per industry)

Tools to improve your teamwork

The impact of negative reviews on your team
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Crafting effective responses4
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5 steps to respond to negative feedback effectively

Daily to-do’s for handling reviews
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Crafting effective responses4

5 ways to respond to negative feedback
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Crafting effective responses4

The worst reviews
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5 steps to handle the worst of the worst reviews
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Rebuilding trust and reputation5

Improve the product or experience

Encourage positive reviews

Communicate change

Update 1.2.4

Aloha!


We’ve just added a brand new booking system to


our app to bring your next beach holiday even closer
From The WonderWave team

https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/%23
https://www.brightlocal.com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/%23
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Setting up your team for success6

Make a list of pre-written responses that help your customer engagement 

experts deal with negative feedback


Foster a culture of continuous improvement and make multidisciplinary 

teams work on issues


Let team members share their feedback on the product or service


Celebrate successes and wins such as several good reviews


Manage all your reviews in one platform like  to stay in controlTrengo 

5 ways to set up your team for success

1
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Manage all platforms

Top 3 most popular social media platforms 
consumers use for reviews*

https://trengo.com/en
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Are you ready to
make a comeback
from your worst
customer reviews?
There’s no need to dwell on the past. Bad reviews 

allow you to improve the customer experience

and create loyal customers. Responding to 

reviews shows about their opinion, no

matter how good or bad. And improving your 

product or service helps you turn negative 

reviews around. Follow the steps in this guide to 

improve your online reputation, attract more 

customers, and build a solid business.

you care 

Plan a demo

Create meaningful conversations

https://hubs.li/Q02ymQ2f0
https://hubs.li/Q02ymQ2f0
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